
Coopedia Knowledge Base grows thanks to the contributions of

cooperators around the globe. 

As  a member, supporter or a cooperative expert, use this promo kit to

share Coopedia with your networks, invite cooperative experts to list

their resources and bring cooperative entrepreneurship to the younger

generation. 

 

Two-pager: Introducing Coopedia

Press release 

Social media pack

Developer pack 

PROMO KIT

#coopedia     #coops4dev

AVAILABLE RESOURCES

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

coopedia@coopseurope.coop
Click here to access

Help  us spread the word! Announce Coopedia's release, promote a

resource you have listed or simply encourage young people to learn

more about cooperatives with these pre-made posts. 

coopedia.starter.coop

@ coopseurope

Coopedia is out now!

Discover the collaborative search engine for #cooperative entrepreneurship, built to inspire the next
generation of cooperative entrepreneurs worldwide. 

coopedia.starter.coop 

#coopedia #coops4dev @coopseurope

Are you a cooperative entrepreneurship expert?

You can now list your cooperative resources (books, papers, videos etc.) on #coopedia and contribute to a
Knowledge Base built with cooperators in mind. 

Find out more: coopedia.starter.coop

https://coopseurope.coop/coopedia-resource-center
https://coopedia.starter.coop/en/


SEARCHERS

THE COOPEDIA KNOWLEDGE BASE

The Knowledge Base is developed by Cooperatives Europe under the ICA-EU Partnership

(#coops4dev). The idea emerged via the CoopStarter 2.0 project led by Cooperatives Europe

and was implemented and upscaled via the Global Cooperative Entrepreneurs (GCE)

programme, an activity of #coops4dev.

This document has been co-funded by the European Union. The content of this document is the sole responsibilty of Cooperatives

Europe and can in no way be taken to reflect the view of the European Union. 

Starting up a #cooperative or want to know more about the business model?

Head over to #coopedia – your one-stop-shop to discover articles, videos, and documents in different
languages. 

coopedia.starter.coop  #coops4dev @coopseurope

Cooperative research is about to get a lot easier!

#Coopedia Knowledge Base brings resources on cooperative entrepreneurship at your fingertips.

Head over to coopedia.starter.coop and start your search.  #coops4dev @coopseurope

How do you start a cooperative? What aid is available to #coops in my country? Are there any case
studies about platform cooperatives? Are #coops profitable? 

You’ve got the questions. #Coopedia will point you to the answers. 

Start your journey: coopedia.starter.coop

DYK? #Coopedia online library is the result of worldwide cooperation.

A brainchild of @coopseurope's #CoopStarter 2.0 project (@EUErasmusPlus), developed with support of
#coops4dev & implemented by @icacoop regions through #GCEcoops programme.

coopedia.starter.coop 

Knowledge is for everyone to benefit from. 

As an open-source software, #coopedia code is free to be exploited and modify - and we want all hands on
deck. 

Check out the Developer Guide and join the #StartinBlox community. LINK

#Coopedia is available to install by anyone on their own website. 

The entire online library will be at your disposal - and you can even add restricted areas or show results
relevant to you. Find out how: LINK


